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TO LAPUTA AND BACK: A MISSING CHAPTER OF "GULLIVER'S TRAVELS" (2003-04, slightly 

retouched 2012, 9,840 w.) 

 

--To the memory of Edward Said, citizen-scholar   

 

eis érgon d'oudèn gignómenon blépete... 

astoísin d'oúpo pâsin hadeîn dúnamai.  

[You do not see the things which are being born... 

But I know, I cannot please equally all.]   

 Hellenic elegiac poets 

 

0. Leaving the Port 

I'm especially pleased to give this keynote speech to the Associazione Italiana degli Anglisti, though I ask 

your forgiveness for being the bearer of bad news, and I hope not to meet their frequent fate of lapidation. 

If you honoured me by inviting to tell you what might be the most useful thing to ponder today, I'm bound 

to be sincere with you, wherever this may lead. 

At the AIA Conference of 1999, Professor Agostino Lombardo said: "A world of multinationals... 

and unscrupulous competition from which there is no escape... surrounds us every day,... all the more 

terrible and insidious because disguised by  the convenience and comfort it offers" (137), and he offered  

literature as "the antidote to the sway of economy" (135).  Alas, my central message is that our rulers have 

in practice destroyed the wall that our discipline wrongly thought was existing between culture and political 

economy, and we better draw the consequences. And yet in a way I'm also ending with good news, for I 

believe that in certain circumstances we intellectuals can make an important difference, that there is an 

escape--albeit not the individual one we believed in.  

 

1. Entering Laputa in the Winter of Our Discontent: Presuppositions Shaping Our Lives 

 

1.1. Through the Spy-Glass  

You'd surely like me to speak to our proper professional concerns such as methodologies and texts, perhaps 

in areas where I can claim some competence such as Drama or Utopian and Science Fiction, and I too 

would have liked this. But in this invasive world of late aggressive capitalism without a human face, what 

we are allowed or denied to teach by its politicians, what monies we are given or refused for research, 

surely intervenes into our daily lives in unprecedented, capillary ways. Our supposed ivory tower was 

anyway for most of us at best a tolerably sturdy wooden lean-to, and is now fast becoming a version of 

Kingston, Jamaica: corrugated tin shacks (or in the Italian version run-down and drafty stone palaces)  with 
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semi-employed wage-slaves broiling in the polluted heat. Thus we have to wake up and look at what is 

happening to us, our work, our pupils, and our profession with the sober eyes that Marx thought would 

result from the intervention of the bourgeoisie into world history. Hermeneutics or theory in general can 

be bracketed out in periods of long-lasting general consensus, but thank god or alas we don't live in such 

periods, nor have we within living memory. Therefore it behooves us to look at how we can understand 

what we think we understand (that is, epistemology) and only then at what we can, with this type of tool, 

understand of any particular entity (say, text).  I shall, accordingly, have three sections in my submission 

to you: the first about the presuppositions shaping our lives as citizens and intellectuals, the second about 

some problems of literary theory and in particular English Studies, and the third about some initial 

orientations how we might approach our quite serious problems. 

A useful or weighty cognition in the last 30 years, among loads of (to put it politely) uselessly weak 

ones, has been to figure into any statement the enunciator's own situation and subject-position. The concept 

of situation lends itself to being grasped both as a static condition--itself product and precondition for what 

and who is situated-- and as a dynamic process. It also implies, perhaps more incisively than the subject 

and its position or mini-situation, the limits as well as the changeability inherent in that concept: situations 

change by both internal and external pressures, and we change within, with, and because of them. The 

limits to any situation define and further, but at some point also act as restraints for what is situated. As 

Said told us 20 years ago, "...worldliness, circumstantiality, the text's status as an event having sensuous 

particularity as well as historical contingency are... an infrangible part of its capacity for conveying and 

producing meaning. This means that a text has a specific situation, placing restraints upon the... 

interpretation... ." (39). Now of course, a fictional text is distinguished from a leading article by its peculiar 

ability to function also, though usually in different ways, in other specific situations; as Borges spelled out 

for us, the same arrangement of words will not produce the same novel in the context of Cervantes's 17th 

and Pierre Ménard's 19th Century, since the readers' situation in a different world will slyly infiltrate every 

pore of the reading. The text is not a windowless monad but a traffic between Aristotle's "sequence of 

events" and the readers' always already begun interpretation. This necessarily implies the triad Situation-

Stance-Horizon. In order to make sense of our long-duration situation, I shall foreground two major factors.  

The first is the political and technological multiplication of worlds at the disposal of our experience. 

A whole literary genre foregrounding the existence of Possible Worlds sprang up as Science Fiction, at its 

best fusing delight with articulations verifying some such possibilities. As Erich Auerbach put it, since 

roughly 1917 we have been "participating in a practical seminar on world history" (11), so that "...we live 

the experience of historical multiplicity" (5). Beginning to figure in my personal situation insofar it may 

be of use to you, let me adduce an example: My grandparents lived, so far as I know, all of their lives as 

loyal subjects within the south-western part of the Habsburg empire. My father went for his wedding 

voyage to the Italian lakes, and he visited once London (much to his confusion), but his spiritual home was 

between Belgrade and Frankfurt, with its center still in a kind of ideally purified Vienna where he had 

studied, in spite of the fact that he became a doctor in Tito's partizans and a loyal subject of socialist 

Yugoslavia. I myself was the first family member to have lived longer than one year, and in a way been at 

home, in Zagreb, Bari, London, Cambridge, New York-New Haven, Paris, Berlin, Rome, and Tokyo, as 

well as to have been led to theorise my parents' radical doubts about both really existing capitalism and 

really existing Stalinism. Finally, my grandparents already used the railway, and two of them were taken 

in a cattle car to be gassed in a Nazi lager; whereas I read a paper on the first Moon landing, at the Trieste 

SF Film Festival, the day after a good part of the world saw it on TV.  

The second factor shaping our situation is the bending of all technological and other cultural 

innovations that impinge on everyday life and culture to the purposes of capitalism as a totalizing system.  

Ever since Gramsci, and then Raymond Williams and the Birmingham School--or maybe since Matthew 
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Arnold--we ought to have understood that "the real depth in the strength of the Modern Western State is 

the strength and depth of its culture and... [the] heterogeneous plurality [in the culture]" (Said 172). 

"Production of culture is production of everyday life, without which your economic system cannot implant 

and expand itself" (Jameson, "Notes" 67): Hobsbawm calculates that two thirds of the GNP in the societies 

of the capitalist North today derive from the "mental" labour of the "new middle classes," those who do 

not employ other people, and whose core is constituted by intellectuals, largely university graduates. 

Ohmann's classical book about the role of English, albeit in America, notes that "Knowledge (technical, 

scientific, managerial) is accountable, not only for the material triumphs of that [capitalist, DS] system, but 

for the all-encompassing control it has over the way we live..." (English 273). Through copyright and patent 

legislation, often through piratic plunder of non-patented knowledge, it is being more and more subsumed 

under exploitable property (cf. already Ohmann, English 316-25 and his Politics). We live in a "knowledge 

society": alas, one in which useful and perniciously fake knowledge are closely intertwined. Knowledge as 

use-value for living is being evicted by knowledge as quantifiable exchange-value for profits, with its 

logical end in "smart" bombs for mass killings.  

Therefore, our civic concerns are no longer something we may do as it were privately: indeed, I 

believe that we can only understand what our profession is if we understand how and why it is being shaped 

by given forces on a national and international level. It behooves us to look at how we can understand what 

we think we understand (that is, epistemology) and only then at what we can, with this type of tool, 

understand of any particular entity (say, text). I propose to you therefore, modestly, Suvin's First Law on 

Cognition: The epistemological and the political intertwine (say, as a double helix -- cf. Suvin, For Lack, 

and Mohanty 110 and passim). Those who do not put an explicitly defensible civic cognition at the heart 

of their professional cognition at best  adopt the dominant epistemology of when they were students, and 

at worst adapt it to the new epistemology of what Kipling might call the economico-political Powers-That-

Be. 

This reminds me of an apocryphal anecdote in which Shklovsky said to Trotsky: "As a literary critic, 

I'm not interested in war." To which Trotsky responded: "But war is interested in you."  

My first conclusion: we cannot escape being involved in the politics and economics of knowledge.  

Like Gulliver, in Laputa.  

 

1.2. Mirror, Mirror on Laputa Wall 

Let me then talk first about our situation in general as intellectuals in Post-Fordism, and second as members 

of de facto English Studies departments (whatever they may call themselves today). 

What is our long-duration situation? It is one where capitalism has in quicker tempos than ever before 

created entire social classes, only to render them useless and disposable soon after.  Both Fordism with its 

"hard" technology (crucially that associated with mass car transport), and Post-Fordism with its "soft" 

technology (crucially computer technology and biotechnology) needed more "software" or "human 

engineering" people than before. One of the 20th Century's earmarks was therefore the enormous 

multiplication and enormous institutionalisation or collectivisation of the earlier independent artisan and 

small entrepreneur -- and one such institution is the school, in particular the university.  The growth in our 

numbers culminated during the Fordist Welfare State, in both its Leninist and Keynesian variants; this 

growth has been stopped and reversed since the 1970s, with a tendency of back toward small artisan-

entrepreneurs but without the economic independence they might have had in Dickens's time. We are back 

at computerised Gradgrinds, only the taboos have shifted from the sexual to the political totem-field. To 
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the reserve army of workers has now been adjoined the second reserve army of intellectuals and indeed 

middle managers.  

It follows that we exist in a deeply contradictory situation, impacted in the sense a split tooth is 

impacted. We are the name-givers of categories and alternatives; yet we have in the 20th Century been 

largely complicitous in the creation of "the masses"--an alienated consumer-blob out there analogous to 

the dispossessed producers stripped of self-determination and expertise, only in relation to which can there 

be cultural and financial elites. We are essential to the policing of workers and learners, but we are ourselves 

workers and learners. On the one hand, as Marx famously chided, "the bourgeoisie has stripped of its halo 

every occupation hitherto honoured and looked up to with reverent awe. It has turned the physician, the 

lawyer, the priest, the poet, the scientist, into its paid wage-labourers." On the other hand, the constitution 

of intellectuals into professions is impossible without a measure of autonomy, of corporative self-

government which allows control over one's classes or artefacts. This constitution was enabled by the fact 

that salaried men and women are "the assistants of authority" (Mills 74), but no authority can abide without 

our assistance. Henri Lefebvre concluded that "[The middle class] individuals live or attempt to live an 

elite life, evading through 'culture,' while their knowledge serves capitalism. . . . They live a double life . . . 

in a jouissance half real and half illusionary." (32-33) Our professionalisation secured for the best paid of 

us sufficient income to turn high wage into minuscule capital: but even the poorest intellectual participates 

in privilege through her "educational capital." We are essential to the production of new knowledge and 

ideology, but we are totally kept out of the strategic decisions about universities or dissemination of 

artefacts. The list of such variants to Dr. Dolittle's two-headed Pushme-Pullyou beast, between self-

management and wage servitude, could be extended indefinitely.    

The ever more brutal conflicts of the capitalist age have created a huge sociopolitical turbulence in 

which our lives are lived. At the latest since the World Wars, we have had to learn the lesson of what 

Gayatri Spivak nicely calls "an acknowledgement of epistemic fallibility" (18): nobody is monolithically 

fit for the angel with a flaming sword at the exit and entry of Eden -- and this holds for our rulers as well 

as for those of us who are their critics. Epistemic fallibility is a translation into Greco-Latin of what 

Nietzsche announced to us 125 years ago as the Death of God. The trouble with many of us is that we 

behave as a symmetrical inverse of most Christians: we believe in the Death of God on our Sunday, the 

day we make official ideological commitments to tolerance, but we all too often proceed based on 19th-

Century epistemology of certitude during the six days we teach and research--most prominently, so do all 

the orthodox Post-Modernists who proclaim the new godhead of absolute relativism. Let me say this with 

the Nietzsche you won't find cited in De Man: "...to see differently, to want to see differently, is no small 

discipline and preparation of the intellect for its future 'objectivity'--understood... as the ability to control 

one's Pro and Con and to dispose of them, so that one knows how to employ a variety of perspectives and 

affective interpretations in the service of knowledge" (555). This means to me: for any one precise interest, 

purpose or stance there IS an "objective" -- albeit even then most probable rather then infallible--

interpretation of a  text, and indeed of a necessary action; for other interests or situations, which enforce a 

different context of the hermeneutic circle, there are other most probable interpretations. They ought to be 

themselves evaluated according to our stance toward the situation which shaped them; and a reasonable 

variety of interpretations compatible with, or at least interesting for, one's own interpretation should be 

held in mind when propounding it. If you'd allow me, I'd like to call these shifting strategic totalities a 

strong historicising thought.  

We have come up hard against the limits of usefulness of relativism, including what partakes of 

relativism in the no doubt welcome focus on otherness. Otherness becomes an alibi for exoticism and 

evasion unless it is, first, collective and not only individual, and second, a boomerang returning to help us 

see ourselves in a different light, as the other of the Others, and often at that as the powerful other (say the 
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Europeans) against the powerless, humiliated and exploited Others (say the "extracommunitarians" of 

Africa and Asia drowning off our shores or inside our society). This return of the repressed has a technical 

name inside epistemological theory, it is first the Russian Formalist and then more completely the Brechtian 

effect of making things strange (V-Effekt). I wish to speak here, on the traces of Elaine Scarry, of beauty as 

a kind of Brechtian estrangement-effect alerting us to aliveness. She argues that "one's daily unmindfulness 

of the aliveness of others is temporarily interrupted in the presence of a beautiful person, alerting us to the 

requirements placed on us by the aliveness of all persons, and the same may take place in the presence of 

a beautiful bird, mammal, fish, plant." We may take this as the extension of the foundational 

epistemological argument for art by Viktor Shklovsky in the historic year 1917, that poetry is what makes 

the stone stony: "Beauty seems to place requirements on us," continues Scarry optimistically, "for attending 

on the aliveness... of our world, and for entering into its protection" (90)--in the double or biunivocal sense 

of being protected by beauty and in return protecting it. If we do so, we are then tacitly entering into a 

relationship of solidarity, an overarching collocation in a new field of force, a pact, the root of which, 

Scarry reminds us, is the same as the root of pax, pacis (92): peace in the sense of dynamic contentment.  

Beauty presents us with the possibility of a new compact, which may be actualised if we learn to truly see 

it and let it change us in the process of being changed by us. It is a new covenant or contract for enhancing 

life with the beautiful object of our sight and feeling. Or, more cautiously,  perhaps we better say beauty 

presents us with the possibility of a new compact, which may be actualised if our perception de-alienates 

us and we learn to truly see it and let it change us in the process of being changed by us. Such a life-

furthering potlatch competition is best known to us, of course, from the experience of love, and is 

inconceivable to the capitalist squeezing out the juices from other people and beings, where production for 

profit is diametrically opposed to creation. 

This would then be an attempted undoing of what Marx called alienation of labour, Lukács reification 

by the imperialist world, and Weber disenchantment by bureaucratic rationalism. It is most deeply personal 

and yet in the same breath necessarily distributive; it partakes of the supreme civic virtue of justice--"fair 

and free" (this phrase is, alas, glossed by the OED as "obsolete or archaic," last noted while qualifying a 

city in Shelley's Cenci). Scarry fortunately argues her case by way of the specifically English semantic 

cluster around the term "fair," whose original meaning is "beautiful" or "fit" (91-92). Let me add further 

OED instances to her argument: said of conduct, actions, arguments or persons, "fair"  means "free from 

injustice" as in "fair and square," "a fair wage"; the Pall Mall Gazette in 1886 defines "fair houses" as 

"firms where the rules of the Union are followed"  (671/ 562). "Fair play" partakes perhaps most clearly of 

equity, in the most general sense it means "equitable conditions of actions," and so does "a fair field (and 

no favour)." "Fair" is also both an index and a factor of civilizing ways where oppositions may be settled 

without violence, as in "fair means [not] foul" (OED 672/ 562). The very frequent fair vs. foul opposition 

shows how considerations of beauty and justice fuse in an as it were cosmic chord where the personal is 

the political, the untuning of which means chaos -- as we know best from the witches' ditty in Macbeth. 

Beauty's deeply personal and necessarily distributive aspects meld in a "cognitive event that affirms the 

equality of aliveness...an inclusive affirmation of the ongoingness of existence, and of one's own 

responsibility for the continuity of existence" (Scarry 92).  

I'd like to conclude this first section by suggesting that we must strictly differentiate the sociological 

from the axiological definition of intellectual, even at the cost of having our axiological group encompass 

a single-digit percentage of the sociological one (maybe 3%, let's say optimistically?). The best sociological 

definition I found is by Wright Mills: intellectuals are people who "produce, distribute and preserve distinct 

forms of consciousness" (142)--images and/or concepts. But it seems to me a use-value or axiological 

definition would be something on the order of: "people who interpret the past and the ongoing flow of 

cultural production as articulations of a beauty that keeps alive the necessity of justice." This is not the only 

way to arrive at justice: most rebels have perhaps arrived at it from what Brecht called the socially very 
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productive passion of indignation, but it seems to me our privileged professional-cum-civic way, and 

incidentally also the most delightful one. And so I propose to you, again as modestly as I can, Suvin's 

Second Law of Cognition: Whoever is not fruitfully alienated from our murderous norms and their 

enforcers is in our historical epoch to that degree not a creative intellectual.  

 

2. Visiting the Word-Machine: Some Aporias of Literary and English Studies 

 

2.1. The Populace and the Women Doubt the Project-Makers 

How does this look in the field of literary and cultural studies? To my mind it is centrally a matter of  how 

the necessary specialisation was handled--that is, in what relationship it stood to ongoing history and to 

what constituency it spoke.   

Toward the end of the Weimar period, Walter Benjamin inveighed against separating literary history 

from general history and against its celebration of "the eternal values" of "word art". He identified as the 

"seven heads of this hydra of academic esthetics: creativity, empathy, transcending the moment, re-

creation, identification, illusion, and art appreciation" (286). His essay ends in the famous call: "The point 

is not to present the written works in the context of their time, but to present in the time that they arose the 

time that is cognizing them--our time. In that way literature becomes a tool of history..." (290). In optimal 

criticism "the cognitive use of books would be identical with their literary 'evaluation'" (295). The crisis of 

literary studies was to him part of a general crisis of Bildung (education or acculturation) which was out of 

synch with the actual production and reception of books. This time of crisis, roughly the two decades from 

1917 on, was the most acute moment of civilizational discomfort prior to the 1990s, except that we lack 

their hopeful aspect and therefore ought to hearken back to it. At the time, similar pioneering conclusions 

were arrived at by Brecht's reflections on the function of art (for example the notion of copyright) arising 

out of his court case about The Threepenny Movie, as well as by Gramsci writing in prison.  

However, such dissident and radical European origins of literary and cultural theory, ranging from 

Paris-Berlin Dadaism and Surrealism to Russian Futurism, Formalism, and dialogism, were after the two 

World Wars buried under a rigid separation of academic specialties. I shall return to this when I speak of 

English Studies, but wish to note here one central matter. For all its enrichments, the upshot of critical 

innovations in France and the USA was that literary theory had by the late 70s (at the time of the ascent of 

Reaganism, increased militarism, and a massive turn to the Right) "retreated into the labyrinth of 

'textuality'," purged of anything worldly -- that is, purged of history. The quintessential work of literary art, 

the poem, became "an urn or icon..., a spatial figure rather than a temporal process" (Eagleton 48). Criticism 

had thereby updated the doctrine of old-fashioned German Geisteswissenschaft, with its sharp ontological 

division between the reality of art and the reality of life. Professionally, this precluded an understanding of 

the texts' full import, since "...texts are worldly, to some degree they are events, ...a part of the social world, 

and of course of the historical moment in which they are located and interpreted"; indeed, "The realities of 

power and authority -- as well as the resistances offered by men, women, and social movements...-- are the 

realities that make texts possible, that deliver them to their readers." (Said 3-5) Surely there were 

countervailing tendencies, in the work of such radicals as Said and Jameson who Americanised the great 

European dissident tradition, in non-separatist Feminism or in the semi-demi Marxism without class 

conflicts of New Historicism, but on the whole the US packaging of French Post-Structuralism was a 

disaster of major proportions, as anybody who has taught graduate classes on that continent from the 1980s 
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on can testify. It succumbed to "the extraordinarily Laputan idea that... everything can be regarded [only] 

as a text" (Said 173).  

Most important, the retreat into esotericism and poorly masked  despair in the bulk of literary criticism 

after the mid-1970s meant civically that it "retreated from its constituency, the citizens of modern society 

[underline DS], who have been left to the hands of  'free' market forces, multinational corporations, the 

manipulators of consumer appetites" (Said 4; cf. also Lombardo). Given the US global cultural hegemony, 

this was exported and dumped into the United Kingdom, in spite of the splendid tradition of Raymond 

Williams, Stuart Hall, and many others. Indeed the England of Thatcherism could claim to have pioneered 

the Post-Fordist turn to the Right.  

 

2.2. Our Word-Machine: Building and Operating It  

In order to test this, I now focus on English Studies. I wish to draw some brief lessons from its well-

travelled history and to make a few proposals to you how to think further about its present state.  

2.21. Some History: English was taught in grammar schools since Elizabethan times, and then in dissenting 

academies and training colleges. What we could call with Michael "secular English literature" (379) or 

belles lettres entered into it slowly, mainly as poetry, fables or proverbs, with some snatches of prose and 

rarely Robinson Crusoe or Gulliver's Travels. Within such secular matter, school anthologies at end of 18th 

Century gave pride of place to Pope, Thompson and Cowper; after the Romantic impact, Shakespeare 

advanced from fourth to first place and  Milton was rediscovered, while education in schools  through 

drama also started (cf. Michael 198, 236, 269, and 382, and Parrinder). It is only in mid-19th Century that 

history of literature entered this teaching (Michael 381). A second impulse for university English studies 

came from the semi-colony of Scotland, which contributed the notion of "British literature," and from India. 

In the latter subcontinent, the 1835 English Education Act made English the medium of instruction and 

required the study of English literature. It turned the acculturation into bourgeois values of the Raj's Indian 

subjects from the frontal onslaught of Christian proselytizing to an enablement in the language of the 

conquerors and their official values (cf. Viswanathan). "The idea that the study of English literature was a 

'civilising force'... brought the subject back to Britain" (Eaglestone 10-11) to educate the "British savages": 

the petty bourgeois, city poor, and above all the workers (cf. Eagleton 27). There it met the burgeoning 

Mechanics' Institutes and other working-class self-help institutions, which used heavily Shelley's Queen 

Mab, Shakespeare, and non-fictional writings (cf. Altick, and Suvin, Victorian 271 and 294-5). The status 

of such English was of course not comparable to the Classics taught at Oxbridge, but it was steadily rising 

through the extension of franchise, mass literacy, and arguments such as Arnold's Culture and Anarchy 

(1869).   

The introduction of studying English/ British literature can thus be seen not only as lying "in many 

different soils" (Michael 135) but centrally as a tug-of-war between the contending liberatory interests for 

self-help and understanding from below and the co-optation from above, as in the case of franchise and 

literacy. The university change from studying English language to stressing literature came about after 

World War 1 and the Russian Revolution, that is, with the obvious entry of the lower classes into political 

confrontations. We know perhaps better the young Tillyard's and Richards's program for English literature 

in Cambridge after 1917, but it became feasible and extensive only after the 1921 Newbolt Report to the 

British government. The Report pleaded for English literature to become "[an education that] would form 

a new element of national unity, linking together the mental life of all classes [underline DS], experiences 

which have hitherto been the privilege of a limited section" (para. 10). It claimed that English, as a subject 

and a method, was the only basis possible for a "universal, reasonable, and liberal" national education (para. 
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57). The implementation of this report between the two World Wars led to the instauration of the 

remarkable hegemony English, and English literature in particular, speedily achieved within humanities, 

at the expense of classics and religion. Already in Arnold our best selves "carry us beyond the ideas and 

wishes of the class to which we belong" (95).  English literature became a substitute humanist religion (cf. 

Eagleton 22-23), with all the paraphernalia of sects, acolytes, and the esoteric/ exoteric divide.  But the 

Newbolt Report advanced from Arnold's cultural classes with a minority of the elect to an inclusive national 

"democracy," bridging the dangerous gulf between "the mind of the poet, and that of a young wage-earner" 

(para. 148). Their common denominator was "the contemplative individual self, ...a view equivalent in the 

literary sphere to... possessive individualism in the social realm" (Eagleton 196-97). In Brian Doyle's 

adamant conclusion, "The major development between two World Wars was the establishment of English 

studies as a bulwark against, rather than force for social change and cultural innovation" in the guise of 

professional scholarship which applied a model of masculine gentleman to colleagues and authors (English 

70-71, underline DS). We may wish to nuance this a bit and call English Studies perhaps a force for careful 

co-optation of the non-ruling population through change and innovation that updated this model but stayed 

within it (for example the addition by the somewhat maverick Leavisites of the hotly contested D.H. 

Lawrence and T.S. Eliot to the teachable canon or "great tradition"). Nonetheless "literary study both in 

the UK and in the USA developed during the 1930s as a means to deflect the contemporary challenge of 

Marxism" (Easthope 7). I can report to you that when I was in the 1950s studying in Bristol under L.C. 

Knights, and wrote my first paper for him on the medieval Robin Hood play-fragments, he took me to task 

for my Marxist approach, assuring me that Scrutiny had demolished that in the 1930s...  

The profession's model of a masculine gentleman implied what I would call, taking off from Norman 

O. Brown's characterisation of Swift (612), the domestication of the tigers of English literature. In particular 

it implies: first, the exclusion of many women, and the housebreaking of those that could not be excluded, 

for to my mind Austen is at least a lynx and Emily Brontë surely a full-fledged panther. Second, the 

exclusion of popular culture and lower classes as well as lower bodily functions: much of Swift was 

deplored, More and Morris's utopias banished into political science, and it was the end of the 20th Century 

before the British Council asked me to write a report on the two existing M.A. programs in Science Fiction 

in the U.K. (both now on their last legs, and not because of my recommendations). Third, the downgrading 

and/or co-optation of writers who were rebels, or from the lower classes, or "Celts" as they are nowadays 

called: Blake did not make Palgrave's Golden Treasury, hugely popular until today; J.S. Mill was part of 

Eng. Lit.  but Adam Smith, who wrote about such uncouth things as production, was not; Milton's 

Areopagitica was readmitted into the great tradition but Shelley's Mask of Anarchy was not; Byron was a 

minor womaniser; poor Oscar Wilde was tolerated as a court fool but not as an accuser; Shaw, the accuser, 

had to play the fool all his life; and so on. Fourth, the exclusions concerned all the domains that a Victorian 

gentleman would consider infra dig: reconciliatory politics of the Walter Scott type were OK, but not 

Swift's defence of Ireland or Wollstonecraft's rights of women or Morris's revolution, however peaceful; 

sciences, as C.P Snow reminded us causing a huge stir, were definitely ungentlemanly, even if they were 

of as huge epistemological significance as the laws of thermodynamics.  Finally, work, what most readers 

and even writers do most of their waking time, was woefully under-represented, not only by critical 

exclusion but in the actual fiction. I must sorrowfully conclude with Eagleton that "[l]iberal humanism is 

a suburban moral ideology, limited in practice to largely interpersonal matters.... stronger on adultery than 

on armaments..." (207).  

2.22. Some Lineaments of the Present: In the mid-1970s, just before the onset of The Great Reaction, 

Richard Ohmann concluded his book English in America by what Said (229) will call admiringly in the 

80s a devastating observation:  
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In English departments I see a moderately successful effort by professors to obtain some 

benefits of capitalism while avoiding its risks and, yet, a reluctance to acknowledge any link 

between how we do our work and the way the larger society is run. Always[, in] our talk about 

literature and teaching... [w]e either look  too narrowly at the givens of daily work or cast our 

eyes upward to the transcendent realm of timeless human values and the healing force of literary 

culture. (304) 

Let me try to begin updating this for another continent and the more dire times in which we find ourselves.  

The astonishing success of the discipline of national literatures, and English Lit. in particular, as the 

central arts subject within the Keynesian or Welfare State, resulted in a constant demand for undergraduate 

places -- quadrupled in the UK in the 30 years after the 1940s -- and career opportunities (Doyle, English 

121). The price paid for it was a boosting of national cohesion on Newboltian lines and a retreat into 

innocuous specialisation. Doyle's book on "Englishness" registers that the TLS 1972  survey into the state 

of English, while evidencing a loss of faith  in its power to exert a civilizing influence, also found a firm 

belief in "an unchanging literary essence which is taken to inhere within [some canonic] selection of 

English texts" (English 123). The supposedly greater "flexibility" being introduced by some new 

methodologies did not lead the new "pluralist consensus,"  that treated English as "high culture"  (cf. the 

Kingman Committee in 1988 and Doyle, English 136), to articulate a clear set of aims and principles for 

it. Yet at the latest since the 1981 Cambridge crisis about "structuralism," which showed that the Right was 

on the offensive demanding "submission to greatness" embodied in the canon as against weird Frenchie 

pluralism (Doyle, English 130-32), the lack of a clear rationale for the existence of English -- say its value 

for a critical public opinion in civil society -- meant leaving it naked unto its enemies should the tacit 

contract with our financial and legal bosses change.  

This is exactly what happened in the last quarter century, as a gathering avalanche well described by 

Docherty: his 1999 book Criticism and Modernity, he wrote, was penned partly from rage at the 

government of the day, and its slogan "how can you justify your existence and your privileges?" (2) As we 

know, this has become the prayer-mill mantra we unceasingly hear from all governments between 

Thatcher-Reagan and  Blair-D'Alema-Berlusconi, including the so-called Left, following docilely if a little 

bit less openly and less rapidly. However hypocritical when said by people putting billions into bombing 

poorer nations back into the Stone Age, the question is, to my mind, very well put, and it behooves us to 

think how to answer it. Savage capitalism is going about its proper business, having shed the pretence of 

caring for culture, useful during the Cold War, along with other sops to not strictly, hugely, and 

immediately profitable activities. What would going about our proper business, not split between civic and 

professional interests, mean?  

One answer is of course to transform literary into cultural studies. I shall not usurp role of  the other 

keynote speaker slated to deal with cultural studies, but only remark that as most Marxists, "in culture and 

scholarship I am often in reasonable sympathy with conservative attitudes" (Said 22), if they are truly such 

-- in Swift or in Shakespeare or in Aeschylus -- and not liberalism of 100 years ago. I still believe there is 

a humanizing and liberating factor, not found elsewhere, in narration, with its agents, chronotopes, and the 

choices articulated therein (and I see poems and plays as special cases of narration). This is conveyed in 

the artefacts' form: "A little Formalism turns one away from History... a lot brings one back to it" (Barthes, 

quoted in Easthope 177). But as a materialist I also believe that we should follow and understand (or even 

stand under) our material. This means, to begin with, two things: First, that narrations in Science Fiction, 

comics, films or soap-operas also exist and must be understood--indeed, they are what most people really 

attend to when trafficking with culture. Second, as shown magisterially by Williams's The Country and the 

City, that the principal narrative relationships cannot be fully understood without all the other relationships 
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explicit or implicit in the narration -- and principally those dealing with acquisition, appropriation, and 

power.  Thus my ideal image of literary and cultural studies would be that of two only partially overlapping 

but mutually fully illuminating circles.  

The other answer is to divide Eng.Lit. into Scottish, Welsh, English proper (and possibly Ulster, 

Manx, and Channel Island?) literature. You will not expect from somebody who has been offered Croatian 

citizenship, while his wife was refused it as not being ethnically pure enough, to say too much about this. 

I am in favour of such self-determination of nations as will foster liberation rather than ethnic cleansing. I 

am in favour of noting the strong element of "upper-class, imperialist, metropolitan discourse" (Crawford 

11; cf. also Doyle "Hidden") in English literature, on condition of not forgetting the plebeian and anti-

imperialist counter-discourses (cf. Lucas 39, Eaglestone 107-12). I fully agree, against the chauvinist 

fantasies of Leavis and Co., that there is no fixed, unchanging entity called Englishness, and that his 

Englishness "replaces the ethical regard for others within the community with an ethnic regard for self-

identification" (Docherty 244). But then, not only is there also no  unchanging entity called Scottishness, 

Irishness or Welshness, but I further believe there do exist historically shifting and multiple strategic 

totalities, and I see no difficulty in recognizing an Englishness of the Lockean upper-class, based on 

property, and another of the radical Romantic poets, based on personality untrammelled by State and upper-

class pieties. There is little Englishness that Spenser's and Swift's stances toward Ireland have in common. 

In sum, if Scottishness means that Muriel Spark's The Prime of Miss Brodie (and the splendid movie thereof 

with Maggie Smith) ought to be attacked for fouling the national nest -- as it was -- then I am against 

Scottishness; if it means recognizing, as Crawford generously put it, that Spark shows how "tendencies in 

Scottish cultures could be linked to the darkest side of fascism" and that she is "exemplary for us at this 

moment in Scottish cultural history precisely because of her internationalism" (328-29), I am in favour of 

it. The great Hugh MacDiarmid found that Aleksandr Blok and Vladimir Lenin were in his tradition.  

A third answer, which would be my favourite, is interdisciplinarity. As Marx and Engels said, "We 

know only of one science--the science of history" (German Ideology). Auerbach has fleshed this out: 

"History is the science of reality that affects us most immediately, stirs us most deeply and compels us 

most forcibly to a consciousness of ourselves. It is the only science in which human beings step before us 

in their totality." (4-5, underline DS) To talk about The Beggar's Opera without music, or of Mary Shelley 

without Castruccio Castracani,  or of modern poetry and novel without the positive US influx, or of J.R.R. 

Tolkien without his being shelled in the trenches of World War 1, or of John Arden without Bertolt Brecht, 

or of Williams without Gramsci, is to sin against our matter. And I was much tempted to extol the good 

aspects of Comparative Literature which I have taught for a third  of a century, but in spite of the vogue of 

the name I see little prospect of this becoming a key notion in the coming years or decades. Much more 

money would be needed to implement its study, primarily on the doctoral level. Our problems are 

elsewhere, and so I have resisted the temptation.  

In conclusion to this section, we have to take stock of both our Arts Faculties' and our profession's 

failure to defend the humanist ideology they claimed as their raison d'être. As Ohmann told us in the less 

virulent Vietnam War crisis, "Humanist, humanise thyself!" (English 67) We have to build on a lot of 

cognition that has, from Brecht, Bakhtin, Kenneth Burke, Empson, and Barthes on, related texts to 

strategies of acceptance. Literature and culture obviously cannot today be an oasis sheltering us from the 

desertifying simooms of capitalism. Rather, we have to engage in attempts at climate control. Thus I 

propose to you Suvin's Third Law on Cognition (drawn from Vico): Only when the body intervenes, the 

mind can understand.   

The women of Laputa, cuckolding the project-makers, seem to have understood this well. 
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3. How to Leave Laputa 

3.0. In Bringing English to Order, Goodson and Medway argue: "English has been the means through 

which powerful groups, especially governments, have sought to achieve ends which were... not neutrally 

'educational'"; English is a "battleground" of "groups with agendas" (cited in Eaglestone 117, underline 

DS). We may object English is not only that, but we have seen how it was moulded and determined by the 

different agenda of liberal-cum-social-democratic inter-class education, an idea dominant from World War 

1 to Thatcher, that is, coeval with Leninism. What, then, might our agenda be?  

 

3.1. First of all, who is entitled to shape English Studies? Surely not only, nor even primarily, the private 

corporations and their political stooges: we have to strongly resist what Gramsci called the bourgeois 

ideology of a hegemony of economics over the civic and political society. Let me cite two diagnoses of 

American studies, the negative complaint by Paul Giles and the wonderful positive horizon by Djelal Kadir, 

while substituting "English" for their "American":  

The academic profession of English literature has consistently aspired toward a rhetoric of self-

allegorisation, whereby the integral spirit of the nation would manifest itself synechdochically 

in a series of classic texts, from which a naturalised affiliation could be adduced between nation 

and narrative... (Giles 74).  

The best hope for English studies as an area for knowledge... is for it to cease to be English and 

an instrument of official state policy, [a national and nationalist project,] and become, instead, 

an independent, international field of inquiry and teaching.... [that is,] an exogenous discourse 

on England. (Kadir 11 and 13, underline DS).  

Such an exogenous discourse would take a leaf out of the book of U.K. culture itself, where the exogenous 

discourses of Stuart Hall (from Black Jamaica) or Raymond Williams (from the Welsh working-class) have 

even preceded what happened in literature with Rushdie, Mo, Ishiguro, Kureishi, and so on. English literary 

history is no longer only about the fate of the English nation or British nations; it is a global phenomenon 

(cf.  Greenblatt 53), which therefore has to be judged globally, equally by those of us in Italy as in the USA 

or India. As the antifascist exile Auerbach concluded, "our philological home is the Earth: it can no longer 

be the nation" (17).  

Would this downgrade the importance of English language, literature, culture and their studies? Not 

at all, in my opinion: but it would provide another horizon and use for them. I say it as a Comparatist: few 

literatures can so justly pride themselves on the cultural continuity, on such an intra-literary dialogue about 

life and happiness, as is found in English; and I could cite you an admiring note of Brecht's, surely not 

suspect of bourgeois Anglophilia, saying so. Shelley's great poem against the Blair of his day, Premier 

Castlereagh, beginning "I met Murder on the way/ He had a mask like Castlereagh," could perhaps be 

matched in many other literatures, but his position in a line leading from Langland and Milton to the poetry 

of, say, Owen, Auden or MacDiarmid would find very few parallels elsewhere (except in China and Japan, 

for analogous reasons of safe national development).  

 

3.2. Secondly, what might be a useful horizon for English Studies in my initial sense of fusing professional 

and civic aspects? "How can there be art after Auschwitz?" (the Kommandant of which liked to play Haydn, 
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it seems), asked Adorno. "Will there be poetry in dark times?" asked Brecht, and answered: "There will be 

poetry about the dark times."  

I shall pick out only what I believe may grow today to be two strategically central orientations for us, 

the international and the national one. In both cases, the orientations take into account Bourdieu's famous 

definition of intellectuals as "a dominated fraction of the dominant class" (319ff.).  

The first orientation possible for us has to do with the second "A" in AIA, with the relation of 

"English" studies -- the understanding of fiction and other writings from England, Scotland, and Wales -- 

to the total warfare globalisation carried out primarily by the US government, always buttressed by a truly 

Orwellian misuse of English language and often buttressed by the domination of the dark side of US culture. 

As Jameson has argued in a remarkable article on globalisation as a philosophical issue, "There is a 

fundamental dissymmetry in the relationship between the United States and every other country in the 

world,... even Japan and those of Western Europe" (58).  Film and TV belong equally to economics and 

culture: along with weapons and agribusiness, they are the principal export of the USA and an enormous 

source of profit. They are owned and pushed by huge mega-corporations based on the monopoly of the 

relevant information technology and on the politics of copyright: "ideas are private property and designed 

to be sold in great and profitable quantities" (60-61).  One of US government's principal aims is to further 

this ideological and economic hegemony by insisting on dismantling any national protection of culture by 

means of subsidies and quotas, and as a Canadian I could sing you a little song about what this has done to 

Canadian culture. Jameson's well-taken example is the English 1990s' wave of movies around Channel 

Four and the British Film Institute, which "would not exist without the government and its older BBC and 

socialist traditions." The sharpest conflict is, however, with western Europe -- Germany and most notably 

France. The success of these untiring US efforts would mean "the tendential extinction of new national 

artistic production elsewhere" (61).  

This might have central consequences for a discourse on English literature. The triumph of 

Hollywood and US TV is no doubt, to begin with, economic and formal.  But let us realise that the 

addictiveness of its breathless editing, consubstantial with the dominant US sensationalism and violence, 

the domestication of mass killing as right and enjoyable, leads to destruction of critical distance and other 

cultural ways "people live in their bodies and use language as well as the way they treat each other and 

nature..., [traditions] which are rather recent and successful accommodations of [their] old institutions to 

modern technology" (Jameson 63). US cultural production mostly wipes out or transforms beyond 

recognition local film, TV, music, thus everyday life, and therefore even the highest of High Lit. However, 

I have absolutely no wish to revive a defence of highbrow as against lowbrow, or of English as against 

American, literature or culture. The fault-lines lie within both, not between them. What we must always 

look out for is whether a given genre or text, high or low, allows for  "practices of consumer choice and 

personal autonomy that train the otherwise subaltern individual" in preparing for civic responsibility (70), 

as Stuart Hall and Martin Jacques have argued about musical culture helping to overcome the subalternities 

of Black minority groups in Britain. The death of the 1960s-70s film experiments in England and the rest 

of Europe, from England to Hungary and Yugoslavia to Sweden, is a death of the modern and the political 

"possibility of imagining radically different social alternatives" (Jameson 62). Hollywood and US TV are, 

magically enough, both a profitable business and a fundamental late-capitalist cultural revolution -- 

exporting a training or indeed brainwashing into consumerism by means of images of consumption (cf. 

Jameson 63-64, Sklair, and Suvin "Utopianism"). And yet it is by now crystal-clear that market-bound 

affluence cannot be made available to most people on the globe. 

Jameson's conclusion is that French resistance to US pressure "...sets a fundamental agenda for all 

cultural workers... and may be an adequate focus for reorganizing the... notion of cultural imperialism and 
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indeed of imperialism generally, today, in the new late-capitalist world-system" (Jameson 59). The more 

or less democratic arms'-length institutions of the Welfare State, e.g. the initially admirable socialist or at 

least Keynesian British institutions of Arts Council funding and university funding, must be protected 

against the Right-wing attempts to dismantle it and empower private business. For Jameson, "... the defense 

of national autonomy can take the form of defending the [humanizing] powers of arts and high culture, the 

deeper kinship between such artistic modernism and the political power of collectivity itself, now however 

conceived as a unified political power, a collective project rather than a dispersal into democratic 

multiplicities and identity positions" (73). Surely, I'd add, without such public support the great UK 

dramaturgical renaissance after 1956, with Arden, Pinter, Wesker and so many others -- a part of the last 

great world season of classical drama theatre -- would not have existed. We come therefore to the somewhat 

paradoxical conclusion that tactically, "...nation-states and their national cultures are [here] called upon to 

play the positive role [as against Americanisation as the standardised ideology and practice of 

consumption]" (74).   

All of this does not mean shutting English Studies even more tightly off against American Studies, 

but on the contrary learning from them how to use the proper antitoxins. 

The second, national orientation possible for us has to do more with the "I" in AIA. In the as highly 

endangered 1930s Walter Benjamin concluded that the producer of an intellectual work is impelled by his 

professional or class interest to exercise solidarity with the producing workers. This was largely forgotten 

after the 1950s, as the welfare-and-warfare State epoch saw the culmination of the "cut" from the global 

surplus we "middle" 10-15% were getting; and "the shouts of triumph of this 'middle' sector over the 

reduction of their gap with the upper one per cent have masked the realities of the growing gap between 

them and the other [85-90%]" (Wallerstein 104-05). But today, our immediate interests are oppositional 

because capitalism is obviously engaged in large scale "structural declassing" of intellectual work (cf. 

Guillory 134ff.). There are few matters more humiliating than the experience of being pushed to the 

periphery of social value -- measured by the only yardstick capitalism knows, our financing -- which all of 

us have undergone in the last quarter century, with our students increasingly condemned to part-time 

piecework without security. Intellectuals never had power over productive relations, but now we are bit by 

bit losing our relatively large autonomy.  

Thus, I think our liberatory interests as intellectuals are twofold and interlocking. First, they consist 

in securing a high degree of self-management, to begin with in the workplace. At this particular moment, 

this means, to my mind, a defence of the professionality of education as a public service, of meaningful 

democratic participation in the control of both production and distribution of our own work. But second, 

this defence will certainly fail unless we enter into such strategic alliances with other social groups as 

would consent to fight the current toward demagogic and finally militarised browbeating, present in all our 

States, from our sweatshops and fortress neighbourhoods to universities. Here the boundary between our 

as it were dissident interests within the intellectual field of production and the overall liberation of labour 

as their only guarantee becomes permeable. I have neither the knowledge nor the authority to speak about 

Italy, but from my attempts to understand its cultural history, it would seem this might be done under the 

banner of defending the Constitution still officially in force.  

Both of these orientations, the national and the international one, would mean advancing from 

Gramsci's "national-popular" strategy to a "national-modernist" one, and returning to the absolute necessity 

of a great collective or national project, his "civic humanism" (umanesimo civile) -- a Modernist People's 

Front so to speak. It would be both an integral defence of literature not sundered from culture and language, 

and yet one with some chance to succeed. 
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Can this be our agenda? Morally, professionally, and politically I have no doubts it ought to be. Do 

we have as teachers, researchers, intellectuals, and citizens the energy to coalesce around some such 

program in spite of and against all the major political parties, say from Blair to the extreme Right? I cannot 

answer it, and if I could it would not be my situation both as an "extracommunitarian" and as your keynote 

speaker to tell you so. I can only pose some alternatives and say that either we do something of this kind, 

or we shall be reduced to the neo-medieval status of a begging order, perpetually threatened with overwork 

and underpayment, precariousness and extinction. In either case, as the governments all over the world are 

making clear, the road back to Keynesian humanist disciplines -- the English Studies I knew as a student 

of L.C. Knights -- is barred. But the choice how to go forward is still ours. The poets have always known 

this: "Do not go gentle into that good night," said the earlier Dylan; and "If Winter comes, can Spring be 

far behind?" asked the greater Shelley.   

And if we need a Great Ancestor, we can still find him in English Studies. You might have wondered 

about my title, but you can perhaps see that I have all the time been talking about disembarking from Laputa 

and allying with Lindalino. So allow me the final (im)modesty to propose Suvin's Fourth Law on (Applied) 

Cognition: The paragon we as intellectuals ought to follow in today's jungle of cities is Jonathan Swift.  

Edward Said told us so in 1983 (cf. 27-28 and 54ff.). 

 

Note  

1/ My thanks go to Carlo Pagetti and Oriana Palusci, as always my guardian angels in Italian Anglistics,  

and Patrick Parrinder, who fulfills the same function in UK English Studies; and for particular comments 

on drafts to Carla Dente, Mario Domenichelli, Alessandro Fambrini, Alba Graziano, Daniela 

Guardamagna, Daniela Marcheschi, Richard Ohmann, Marcello Pagnini, Salvatore Proietti, Paola Pugliatti, 

Brigitte Scheer-Schätzler, and Sara Soncini; they gave me welcome critiques but are not even faintly 

responsible for my opinions. 
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